Characterization of the structure and melting of DNAs containing backbone nicks and gaps.
A DNA molecule containing a gap (a missing phosphate) has been examined and compared to two other molecules of the same sequence, one containing a nick (a phosphorylated gap) and the other a normal duplex containing no break in the backbone. A second gapped sequence was also compared to a normal duplex of the same sequence. The molecules containing nicks or gaps were generated as dumbbell molecules, short helices closed by a loop at each end. The dumbbells were formed by the association of two hairpins with self-complementary dangling 5'-ends. Nuclear magnetic resonance was used to monitor the melting transition and to probe structural differences between molecules. Under the conditions used here no change in stability was observed upon phosphorylation of the gap. Structural changes upon phosphorylation of a gap or closure of a nick were minimal and were localized to the region immediately around the gap or nick. Two transitions can be observed as a gapped or nicked molecule melts, although the resolution of the two transitions varies with the salt concentration. At moderate to high salt (greater than or equal to 30 mM) the molecule melts essentially all at once. At low salt the two transitions occur at temperatures that differ by as much as 15 degrees C. In addition, comparison with other NMR melting studies indicates that the duplex formed by the overlap of the dangling ends of the hairpins is stabilized relative to a free duplex of the same sequence, probably by stacking onto the hairpin stem.